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Daikin AC Introduces New 8-Zone Multi-Split Heat Pump System for 
Light Commercial and Whole-House Comfort 

 
Carrollton, TX – (May 13, 2013) – Daikin AC is pleased to introduce the new 8-Zone Multi-Split system 
(RMXS48LVJU) targeting light commercial and whole-house residential markets. The 4-Ton 8-Zone 
system is an energy-efficient (up to 18.8 SEER, and 11.3 HSPF) high-capacity heat pump system 
incorporating Daikin’s famed VRV technology, with the ability to connect from 2 to 8 indoor units with a 
single, compact outdoor unit. The Inverter-driven compressor provides precise capacity adjustments for 
efficiency and accuracy in comfort control, and allows long piping lengths (up to 180’ to the branch 
provider, over 440’ total loop) for added installation flexibility. To facilitate multiple zones, a Branch 
Provider unit (BPMKS) is also available and this component allows connection for up to 3 indoor units via 
standard refrigerant line sets and facilitates indoor unit capacity control via an electronic expansion 
valve metering device for optimum temperature control, and also provides power for the indoor units 
connected to it.  
 
The new 8-Zone system connects to an expanded line of indoor units, including the new 2’ x 2’ ceiling 
cassette units (9-18 MBH), the extended range of slim duct units (9-24 MBH), and wall mounted units (7-
24 MBH). These new units allow larger spaces to be conditioned effectively with fewer indoor units. The 
indoor units for the 8-Zone system can also be used with the new Daikin ENVi intelligent thermostat 
with smart phone access, for the ultimate in user convenience. 
 
More information can be found in the new Daikin AC website, or from your local Daikin dealer or 
distributor. 
 
About Daikin AC (Americas), Inc.  
 
Daikin AC offers North America intelligent heating and cooling solutions with superior energy 
performance and sophisticated design. The company, based in Carrollton, Texas, is a subsidiary of Daikin 
Holdings (USA), Inc., which is owned by the Japan-based Daikin Industries, Ltd. Daikin's products are sold 
in more than 100 countries internationally and the company earned a combined US $15.2 billion in sales 
in FY2011 making it the largest HVAC manufacturer in the world. Daikin has over 50,000 employees 
worldwide and has close to 200 subsidiaries and affiliates. Daikin Industries, Ltd is a publicly held 
company traded in Japan, and traded on the Tokyo Stock Exchange.   
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